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The core stages of the threat intelligence lifecycle includes 
the planning, collection, analysis, and dissemination of raw data 

into finished intelligence

Insight to identify who is behind a specific threat or family of threats, while 
monitoring ongoing trends. Why is an organization being targeted? Why is a 

specific Threat actor or group interested in an organization or industrial vertical?

Observed threat actor Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP). Helps organizations 
understand the extent of a breach, or prepare defenses in advance. Assists in proactive 

threat hunts in advance of a compromise, or after an incident.

Vulnerabilities and Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) such as file names, file hashes, domain names, 
IP addresses, and more IOCs can be used to triage and validate alerts, support rules for firewalls 

or intrusion detection/prevention systems, and endpoint detection and response systems.

Figure 1. At tactical, operational, and strategic levels, VMRay TotalInsight provides vital evidence to assist organizations in the curation of cybersecurity threat intelligence.
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Extracting and Curating In-House Threat Intelligence
For Government agencies, military contractors, and large organizations in industry, the breadth 

of intelligence from commercial threat feed sources is never enough to proactively maintain 

cyber-defenses. Organizations build their own threat intelligence because it allows them to 

better understand the threat landscape and the potential risks targeting their organization. 

This understanding can help Security Operations Center (SOC) teams develop more effective 

security strategies, including better security policies, and improved incident response plans.

Gathering Accurate Threat Intelligence is Challenging
SOC security teams routinely leverage external threat intelligence, such as open-source feeds 

and commercial threat data streams. They understand that Commercial Threat Intelligence 

(CTI) feeds do not provide a complete, accurate picture, nor is it 100% relevant to each 

organizations specific attack surface and protection needs.
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Threat intelligence can be obtained from a wide range of different sources, including dark web 

forums, honeypots, internal network, and endpoint telemetry data. Malware and phishing alerts 

from internal security controls are a great source for in-house CTI generation. However, the 

challenge lies in the ability of the SOC team to sort through the vast number of alerts, remove 

any false positives, and analyze the remaining alerts in-depth to provide context.

Strengthening SOC Defenses
Manual malware analysis is not scalable, even if the organization’s cybersecurity team has the 

necessary skills. Security teams require a more efficient approach to develop internal threat 

intelligence that can support their decisions and actions. Relying on generic or open-source 

malware sandbox technology to produce precise Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) can harm 

a Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) initiative due to a lack of standardized tools and varying skill 

levels among analysts, leading to conflicting outcomes, inaccurate assessments, and missed 

artifacts. Exporting misclassified artifacts into a threat intelligence database may also pollute 

the repository, leading to false alerts which may negatively impact production networks.

VMRay integrates reputation analysis, static analysis, dynamic analysis, and machine learning 

on a unified platform. By providing target-specific information to supplement existing threat 

intelligence repositories, VMRay TotalInsight empowers SOC teams to proactively anticipate 

new threats and strengthen their defensive capabilities with valuable insights.

VMRay TotalInsight for Threat Intelligence Extraction
VMRay can help organizations curate their own tactical threat intelligence, in addition to key 

Operational and Strategic intelligence essentials:

Automation is Crucial for Scalability:  

VMRay TotalInsight easily integrates with industry leading security solutions to automatically  

ingest alerts from sources such as EDR, XDR, SIEM, or SOAR systems.

Noise Free Tactical IOCs:  

VMRay TotalInsight allows for the collection of threat intelligence by analyzing malware  

and phishing submissions down to the lowest level of code to extract noise free IOCs.

MITRE Att@ck Mapping:  

By enhancing operational threat intelligence with MITRE Att@ck mapping, SOC teams can identify 

new potential attack vectors and threat actor TTPs.

Mitigate Zero-day Threats Faster:  

From a tactical threat intelligence standpoint, IOCs and artifacts can be utilized by Detection 

Engineering Teams to diminish current or future threat’s that expose an organization to risk before 

any mitigating vendor signatures become available.

Exportable To Centralized Threat Repositories:  

VMRay TotalInsight supports multiple formats for exporting IOCs to other security solutions  

and threat repositories, including JSON, CSV and STIX 2.0.

By sharing threat information and collaborating with external partners as well as other 

organizations in their industry, Governmental and commercial organizations can better identify 

and respond to targeted threats, potentially reducing the overall impact of cyber-attacks.
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Key benefits include:
 s Stay One Step Ahead 

VMRay TotalInsight provides evidentiary knowledge of threat indicators and their 

implications, with actionable information about an existing or emerging threat. 

That information is used to make informed decisions and craft an organizations 

response to those threats.

 s  Keep Infrastructure Secure 

Detection Engineering teams can quickly mitigate threats that pose a risk to their 

infrastructure using IOCs to create Firewall rules, detection signatures, and security 

policy revisions.

 s  Maintain Control of Your Data 

On-premises deployment can ensure organizations maintain security and control 

of submitted samples and threat analysis data.

In summary, with VMRay TotalInsight, organizations can more effectively defend against 

threats, tailor their security operations to the specific risks they face, gain a competitive 

advantage, comply with regulatory requirements, and share information more effectively 

with internal and external partners.

VMRay supplements the SOC security stack  
with capabilities that include: 
 s Best-in-class, automated, scalable malware triage and phishing analysis platform

 s Integrates into leading EDR/XDR/SIEM/SOAR and TI solutions

 s Continuous EDR / XDR Alert validation to identify false/true positives 

 s Third-party analysis for end-user-reported phishing submissions

 s Support for internal Threat Hunting programs with detailed analysis of threats

 s MITRE ATT@CK threat mapping and the extraction of IOCs to enrich threat intelligence

 s Report distribution in HTML or .PDF format – or via API integration into web portals

With VMRay,  
SOC teams can

Identify advanced, evasive 
malware not seen by other 
security controls

Develop in-house 
malware triage and 
phishing analysis practices

Enhance threat hunting 
efforts with prioritized IOCs

Reduce attacker dwell time 
within the network

Meet industry regulations 
and demonstrate 
compliance

Report on incidents  
with rich, accurate, 
customizable levels of detail
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